SNCC FILM "WE'LL NEVER TURN BACK" IS RELEASED

ATLANTA, GEORGIA, August 12--The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee announced today the release of its film "We'll Never Turn Back". The film, produced by Harvey Richards of Atherton, California, has been described by the San Francisco Sun Reporter as "an extremely moving documentary film depicting the activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in Mississippi." The story of Mississippi violence and the struggle to gain the right to vote is told by local citizens and SNCC workers. The San Francisco Chronicle noted that the film was "so truly moving that the British Broadcasting Corp. promptly bought it."

"We believe this film will be one of the most significant means at our disposal for helping people outside the South understand the work we are attempting to do here," commented Sandra Hayden, SNCC Northern Coordinator.

The film, which runs 24 minutes, is available free of charge from the Atlanta or New York SNCC offices or from the office of any Friends of SNCC group. Copies of the film may be purchased from Harvey Richards, 14 Flood Circle, Atherton, California. Purchase cost is $50.00.
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ATLANTA PROJECT AIDS
STRIKING CAR WASH WORKERS

ATLANTA, GEORGIA, August 12--A field worker for the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) reported the successful end of a one-day strike of female car-wash workers.

Judy Walborn, a SNCC worker who has been active in desegregation campaigns and a community improvement project with the Committee On Appeal For Human Rights - the local student sit-in group - said that woman workers at the Atlanta Car Wash voted last night to strike for higher pay and better working conditions.

After a half-day of picketing, the workers met with management and signed an agreement.
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